= March Sacramento SHAPE Weekend Intensive =
Saturday, March 14 - Sunday, March 15, 2020
✯

Having Certainty in Spirit:
Own Your Knowingness,
Heal Your Divided Certainty
& Relinquish Your Intellectual Ego Control
Dear SHAPE Community & Graduates of Clairvoyant Programs, AHA! & Our Psychic
Tools & Life Mastery Practices Course,
We’re off to an incredible start to our year of learning to Live In Grace. Yay! Of course,
being able to have Grace depends entirely on how much certainty you have in Spirit. I’ve
also always defined true intuition, or comprehensive intuitive knowingness, as having
certainty in Spirit, because our knowingness is always in Spirit. Whereas intellectual
knowledge and information may be contained in books and audio and video recordings,
knowingness comes from direct experience of the limitless and eternal knowingness of
undivided Spirit. The more certainty we gain in Spirit, the more we begin to experience
the reality of God and God’s Grace that gives all.
Grace is a most challenging subject to talk about, because it is so utterly simple. Ask and it
shall be given you. How much simpler can it get? So, please don’t try to intellectualize
Grace - or Spirit. When you have certainty in Spirit, you know there is nothing to worry
about, nothing to fear. All that you possibly need is provided to you, just for your asking.
No questions asked. No salesman will call.
OK. You already have at least some degree of certainty in Spirit, don’t you? Some of you
have quite a bit. Yet, you know that you don’t have total certainty in Spirit yet, because
there are times when you worry, when you become afraid that you’ll lose something
important to you, or when you find yourself struggling with doubt. So, what’s your next
steps in you gaining more complete certainty in Spirit?

That’s what the focus will be for our first SHAPE Weekend Intensive of 2020, coming right
up in March (14th - 15th) at our new venue in Sacramento. What do you need to step-up
your havingness of certainty in Spirit, when it comes to applying it and living it in your
daily life? First, you have to be able to truly own your intuitive knowingness, one of the
major functions of your crown chakra. You know? And, you have to be able to follow
through with your knowingness and act on it in your everyday life. What would it take for
you to do that more consistently?
Then, you’ll have to look at how and where your certainty is divided. How much
certainty, for example, do you have invested in how intelligent, successful, beautiful, or
physically strong you are? On the other hand, how certain have you been that you’re
incapable of this or that or that you are generally a failure in certain areas of your
accomplishments? How much certainty do you have in what you can do or how good
your memory is? While it’s great to have any kind of certainty, the question is what you’ve
become dependent on to maintain that certainty. It’s like a great pianist having lots of
certainty in who he is until he discovers he no longer can play the piano for whatever
reason. What happens to his certainty in himself? When we lose what we’ve invested the
most of our certainty in, we tend to “lose it” and get lost, at first. Then, we would have to
find something else to invest our certainty in and start over. Over the many lifetimes, how
many times have you had to do that? Sooner or later, we get to that place of asking if there
is anything we can invest our certainty in that we will never be able to lose? Well,
intellectually, that answer is easy to come by, right? There is only one “thing” that can
never die or go away or get lost - Spirit. Of course, Spirit is not a “thing”. So, what do you
have to do to heal your divided certainty that you’ve placed in a multitude of “things” and
restore your certainty back to that which merely is and is not a separate “thing”?
Finally, we’ll look at and address that tricky con artist and bully, your ego! Hahahaha…
one of the strategies of your ego is to intellectualize and try to intellectually control your
mind. In fact, that whole popular concept of “I need to wrap my mind around that” is
exactly that - your ego trying to intellectually control your mind. Hahaha! Yay! That’s
exactly what the ego also is - you wrapping a small part of your mind around nothing and
calling it some “thing”. Oh! That’s just a picture!
Yes, so, we’ll explore the ways the ego tries to intellectually control portions of your mind
in order to keep them separate and at war with each other. We’ll also look at what you
could do to start relinquishing more of your intellectual ego control in exchange for
having your certainty in Spirit and intuitive knowingness. Sounds like fun? You bet!

Prepare your amusement and enthusiasm and bring them with you!
Looking forward to getting together, this time on our current home turf, in Sacramento,
soon!
May the light of Truth continue to shine brightly upon your every step and God’s Grace
offer you every opportunity to free yourself.
With gratitude, love, and laughter,
Michael

